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Abstract

Gal’s accurate tables algorithm aims at providing an ef-
ficient implementation of mathematical functions with cor-
rect rounding as often as possible. This method requires
an expensive pre-computation of the values taken by the
function – or by several related functions – at some dis-
tinguished points. Our improvements of Gal’s method are
two-fold: on the one hand we describe what is the arguably
best set of distinguished values and how it improves the ef-
ficiency and accuracy of the function implementation, and
on the other hand we give an algorithm which drastically
decreases the cost of the pre-computation. These improve-
ments are related to the worst cases for the correct rounding
of mathematical functions and to the algorithms for finding
them. We demonstrate how the whole method can be turned
into practice for2x andsinx for x ∈ [ 12 , 1[, in double pre-
cision.

Introduction. The IEEE-754 standard for floating-point
arithmetic [10] requires the four basic arithmetic operations
and the square root to be correctly rounded, but does not
require a correct rounding for any other mathematical func-
tion, like trigonometric, exponential and logarithmic func-
tions. For this reason, there are libraries which produce in-
correctly rounded results, and this causes serious difficulties
for the portability and reproducibility of scientific calcula-
tions. The reticence to extend the standard to the mathemat-
ical functions may come from the fact that an implementa-
tion guaranteeing a correct rounding is too expensive. The
March 2001 meeting of the IEEE-754 revision committee
concluded with the following note:

Transcendentals — these are too hard to standardize
now because nobody knows how to tradeoff precision vs
performance. If less than correct rounding is specified
[. . . ] then is always possible that somebody will come up
with a non-standard algorithm that is more accurate AND
faster. This can’t happen with a correct rounding spec-

ification, but correctly-rounded transcendental functions
seem to be inherently much more expensive than almost-
correctly-rounded. One could instead standardize prop-
erties that approximate functions are supposed to obey -
but anomalies still abound. All these points argue against
standardizing transcendental functions now.

In the present paper, we improve a routine commonly
used in the implementation of mathematical functions,
namely Gal’s accurate tables method [6, 7, 13], in the hope
it will shrink the efficiency gap between mathematical func-
tions libraries in use and those guaranteeing a correct round-
ing [1, 20, 22], and give more support for proposals of stan-
dardization of these functions [5].

The implementation of a mathematical function over its
full domain for some given precision usually requires two
phases (see [4] for the exponential function): aquick phase
giving a correctly rounded result for an overwhelming pro-
portion of the entries and anaccurate phasewhich is con-
siderably slower but performed only in the few cases for
which the quick phase was not sufficient. The quick phase
often uses the input-output precision as working precision
(or uses a few more bits in a very few steps), while the
accurate phase is often based on Ziv’s strategy [21] which
extends the working precision until the result can be guar-
anteed correctly rounded (eventually, one may also use a
sharp bound on the required precision if such a bound is
known [11]). The quick phase is itself often subdivided into
three sub-phases:

• First range reduction: The full domain of the func-
tion is restricted to a smaller one by using the math-
ematical properties of the considered function, e.g.
exp(x+k ln 2) = 2k ·exp(x) giving the range[0, ln 2[,
2x+k = 2k · 2x giving the range[0, 1[, sin(x + k π

2 ) =
fk(x) with fk = ± sinx or fk = ± cos x depending
onk mod 4, giving the range[−π

4 , π
4 [, . . .

• Second range reduction: By a table lookup, the range
is shrunk further. For example, we write2x = 2x0 ·2h,
(resp.sinx = sinx0 · cos h + cos x0 · sinh) where



(x0, 2x0) (resp.(x0, sinx0, cos x0)) is stored in the ta-
ble andh = x − x0 is small (|h| is approximately
smaller than the length of the range obtained after the
first reduction, divided by the number of distinguished
elements). We callrelated functionsthe functions used
in this range reduction: for2x there is one related func-
tion (namely2x itself), but forsinx there are two re-
lated functions (namelysinx andcos x).

• Polynomial evaluation: The remaining terms (e.g.
2h, cos h, sinh, . . .) are evaluated by using a small de-
gree polynomial approximating the function (or the re-
lated functions) over the restricted range.

There are very satisfactory answers for the first [16] and
last sub-phases [2]. Gal’s method addresses the second sub-
phase. The original technique is based on a table of “almost
regularly spaced” distinguished points whose images by the
function (or the related functions) are unusually close to ma-
chine numbers. The table, of size a few kilobytes, is ob-
tained through a pre-computation based on a naive search.

We improve Gal’s method in two ways. First we notice
that the best set of distinguished points is made of the values
for which the function (resp. the related functions) is hard
to round (resp. to round simultaneously) when rounding to-
wards0 or±∞: this problem is therefore closely related to
the Table Maker’s Dilemma (TMD for short). A direct con-
sequence is that we can use the methods finding the worst
cases of a one-variable function [11, 18] in order to con-
struct the tables, if there is a single related function. This is
much more efficient than Gal’s naive search. In the case of
one related function, Gal’s method can be adapted for the
accurate phase to guarantee a correct rounding for any in-
put. The second improvement is an algorithm to construct
the table when there are two related functions: we extend
the lattice-based algorithm of [18] to find simultaneously
bad cases for two functions.

Although the method can be easily generalized to other
functions and to arbitrary precision, we focus here on2x

and sinx for x ∈ [ 12 , 1[, in double precision. For this
choice of parameters, our improvements towards Gal’s orig-
inal method are the following:

1. The table forsinx is constructed much more effi-
ciently than by naive search (the cost of the naive
search would have been252 calls to sinx and cos x
in extended precision).

2. Forsinx, the probability that the quick phase fails de-
creases drastically from≈ 2−10 to≈ 2−20.

3. The accurate phase for2x can be based on Gal’s
method by using the work of Lefèvre [11]. It requires
only quadruple precision calculations.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In§1 we
recall some basic facts about the TMD and Gal’s accurate
tables method. In§2 we describe what is the best set of dis-
tinguished values in the table and how this choice improves
the quick and accurate phases. In§3 we explain how to ob-
tain these tables. Finally, in§4 we demonstrate the practi-
cability of the method for2x andsinx, in double precision.

Notations:We define[|a, b|] (resp.[|a, b[|) as the set of in-
tegers in[a, b] (resp.[a, b[). For any integern, [a, b[n de-
notes the set of them2n ’s wherea ≤ m

2n < b andm is an
integer. For example,[ 12 , 1[53 corresponds to the double-
precision floating-point numbers in[ 12 , 1[. For any reals
x and c, x cmod c denotesx − bx

c e — if x
c is half an

odd integer, we choose any of the possibilities. In par-
ticular, x cmod 1 is the “centered” fractional part ofx.
We denote by�(x) a machine number closest tox in dou-
ble precision. Finally, vectors are denoted in bold and
for a vectorx ∈ Rn, ‖x‖ and ‖x‖1 are respectively its
L2 andL1 norms, i.e.‖(x1, . . . , xn)‖ =

√∑n
i=1 x2

i and
‖(x1, . . . , xn)‖1 =

∑n
i=1 |xi|.

1. Preliminaries

This section gives the necessary background to describe
our improvements of Gal’s accurate tables method. We de-
scribe an informal model where the functions we consider
are regarded as black-boxes returning uniformly distributed
outputs. Experiments corroborate very well this model. We
use it to describe Gal’s original scheme and to give the basic
ideas concerning the Table Maker’s Dilemma.

The Random Model. We consider that a function be-
haves as a random black-box when the first bits of its out-
put are disregarded. Such an assumption is very strong and
completely heuristic. Nevertheless experiments tend to val-
idate this hypothesis and in particular the experiments of§4
do not contradict it.

A given functionf : [ 12 , 1[→ [a, b[ for somea < b (e.g.
2x : [ 12 , 1[→ [1, 2[) is seen as a random black-box: for any
n andk1 < k2 larger than some thresholds, ifx is chosen
randomly and uniformly in[ 12 , 1[n, then the bits at positions
k1 andk2 of the binary expansion off(x) are independent
random variables uniformly distributed in{0, 1}. This im-
plies some useful properties:

• The probability of a run ofp consecutive identical bits
— starting from some given position — in the binary
expansion off(x) is 21−p.

• The set of thex ∈ [ 12 , 1[n such thatf(x) has a run
of p consecutive identical bits — starting from some
given position — is of cardinality around2n−p, and



the maximum distance between two such consecutive
x’s is less thann · 2n−p (see the Appendix).

We generalize this model to two functionsf1, f2 :
[ 12 , 1[→ [a, b[ for somea < b (e.g.sinx andcos x). They
are seen as random independent black-boxes: firstly they
both are black-boxes, and secondly, for anyn andk1, k2

larger than some thresholds, ifx is chosen randomly and
uniformly in [ 12 , 1[n, then the bit at positionk1 of the bi-
nary expansion off1(x) and the bit at positionk2 of the bi-
nary expansion off2(x) are independent random variables.
From such an hypothesis we derive some easy properties:

• The probability of having a run ofp consecutive iden-
tical bits — starting from some given position — in the
binary expansions of bothf1(x) andf2(x) is 22−2p.

• The set of thex ∈ [ 12 , 1[n such that bothf1(x) and
f2(x) havep consecutive identical bits starting from
some given position is of cardinality around2n−2p,
and the maximum distance between two consecutive
elements is less than≈ n · 2n+1−2p.

These assumptions may seem surprising in the case ofsin
andcos since we havesin2 +cos2 = 1, but for our purpose
this seems reasonable since it is not contradicted by the ex-
periments of§4.

Notice that it is easy to make all these statements rigor-
ous and to generalize the model to more than two functions.

Gal’s Accurate Tables Method. Gal’s accurate tables
method [6, 7] addresses the second range reduction of the
quick phase of the calculation off(x). The method is gen-
eral, but here we take as examplesf(x) = 2x andf(x) =
sinx. The idea of the second range reduction is to use the
equation:

2x = 2x0 · 2h, or sinx = sinx0 · cos h + cos x0 · sinh,

wherex0 is in a table of distinguished points and is stored
with an approximation of its corresponding�(2x0) (resp.
�(sinx0) and �(cos x0)); h = x − x0 is small: roughly
speaking,|h| is smaller than12 divided by the number of dis-
tinguished points. After this table-based range reduction,2h

(resp.cos h andsinh) is computed approximately by using
a low degree polynomial (resp. two low degree polynomi-
als) which closely approximates2h (resp.sinh andcos h)
whenh is close to0. To fix the ideas, we can suppose that
these polynomials are the Taylor expansions of the func-
tions at0, but it is possible to do better [2]. If we consider
the double precision (i.e.53 bits of mantissa), since we are
in the quick phase, the calculations should be made in dou-
ble precision as often as possible. Finally, it is interesting to
have tables with approximately210 distinguished elements,
for cache optimization reasons.

The naive way of choosing the distinguished elements is
to take them equally spaced, thus minimizing the maximum
value taken by|h|. Gal’s idea is to relax very slightly the
maximum value taken by|h| in order to choose better dis-
tinguished points: he takes almost regularly spaced distin-
guished pointsx0 such that the stored approximation of2x0

(resp.sinx0 andcos x0) is unusually close to its true value.
More precisely, in double precision, for any0 ≤ i < 210,
x

(i)
0 is a machine number closest to1

2 + i
211 such that:

|252 · 2x
(i)
0 cmod 1| ≤ 2−10, or

|253+e · sinx
(i)
0 cmod 1|, |253 · cos x

(i)
0 cmod 1| ≤ 2−10,

wheree = 1 if |x(i)
0 | ≤ π

6 and0 otherwise. According to the

random model,x(i)
0 is very close to12 + i

211 , implying a neg-
ligible increase of the value that can be taken by|h|. This
set of distinguished points gives a more accurate implemen-
tation of the function: since|x−x0| is bounded by≈ 2−12,
the final output forf(x) can be made accurate with≈ 63
bits of precision although the calculations are made with
doubles. Again in the random model, this implies that the
value output forf(x) is correctly rounded with probability
around1− 2−10, which is higher than99.9%.

The tables are constructed by exhaustive search, so that
there are approximately29 trials for any distinguished ele-
ment of the2x-table, and approximately218 trials for any
distinguished element of thesinx-table.

Some Reminders on the TMD. Let n be the precision
andf : [12 , 1[→ [ 12 , 1[ be the considered function. Anm-
bad casefor f is a n-bit machine numberx such that at
leastn + m bits are needed to roundf(x) correctly. More
precisely, these are thex’s in [ 12 , 1[n such that:

• |2n · f(x) cmod 1| ≤ 2−m for the directed rounding
modes (towards0, +∞ or−∞),

• |2n · f(x) − 1
2 cmod 1| ≤ 2−m for the rounding to

nearest mode.

Notice that in this definition,m can be any real num-
ber. Here the functions we consider have output ranges
different from [ 12 , 1[, so we adopt the definition to our
case. We say thatx ∈ [ 12 , 1[53 is an m-bad case for2x

if |252+x cmod 1| ≤ 2−m, an m-bad case forcos x if
|253 · cos x cmod 1| ≤ 2−m, an m-bad case forsinx
if |253 · sinx cmod 1| ≤ 2−m when x ∈]π

6 , 1[ and
|254 · sinx cmod 1| ≤ 2−m if x ∈ [ 12 , π

6 [.
The knowledge of thehardness to roundf , i.e. the maxi-

mumm such thatf admits anm-bad case for the given for-
mat, makes it possible to implementf efficiently, because
the maximum number of bits which are needed is known in
advance. The drawback of this approach is that this value



is hard to compute. The exhaustive search is unreason-
ably expensive because of its≈ 2n complexity. Lef̀evre
and Muller proposed a≈ 22n/3 algorithm [11] , which was
sufficient to perform some systematic work in double preci-
sion. Stehĺe, Lef̀evre and Zimmermann gave a generaliza-
tion of this algorithm by using lattice-based Coppersmith’s
work to find small roots of modular polynomials. They ob-
tained an algorithm with a heuristic≈ 25n/7 complexity
[18]. Although these complexity bounds are better than the
one of Lef̀evre’s algorithm, it seems that the practical cut-
off between both methods is around the double extended
precision, i.e.n = 64.

2. Gal’s Accurate Tables Method Revisited

Our improvement is based on the idea that it is possible
to require runs of more than10 consecutive identical bits as
Gal does. We first describe what are the best sets of distin-
guished points for2x andsinx, and then show that for2x,
Gal’s method based on this set can be used for the whole
evaluation scheme (both quick and accurate phases).

2.1. A Table Made of Bad Cases

Under the random model assumption, it is possible to
strengthen Gal’s requirements on the run lengths of consec-
utive identical bits. For the2x function, we can take as set of
distinguished points all the42-bad cases. There are approx-
imately 212 of them and the maximum distance between
two consecutive ones is below2−9.914, see§4. Choosing
such a set of distinguished values decreases the error made
on 2x0 in 2x = 2x0 · 2h, but the error made while eval-
uating the polynomial approximating2h for h close to0
is roughly the same: if the coefficients of the polynomial
are doubles, the degree-1 coefficient is correct with error
bounded by≈ 2−53−10. As a consequence, the error made
in the quick phase is roughly the same. But as we will see
in the next subsection, this choice of distinguished points
makes the accurate phase more efficient.

For thesinx function, since there are two related func-
tions in the second range reduction (namelysinx and
cos x), we cannot expect runs of consecutive identical bits
as long as for2x. Indeed, the best choice of distinguished
values is made of all thex’s that are simultaneously21-bad
cases forsinx and cos x. There are≈ 212 of them, and
the average distance between two consecutive ones is be-
low 2−9.977 as shown by the experiments of§4. This means
that the errors made onsinx0 andcos x0 in

sinx = sinx0 · cos h + cos x0 · sinh (1)

are decreased from≈ 2−63 to ≈ 2−74. We argue that the
errors made in the polynomial evaluations corresponding to

cos h andsinh can also be made that small, in a very effi-
cient way. We define

S(h) = h− a3h
3 + a5h

5 and C(h) = 1− 1
2
h2 + a4h

4,

whereai is the double closest to1i! for i ∈ {3, 4, 5}. Using
the fact that|h| ≤ 2−10.977 along with Lagrange’s bound,
we obtain that:

| sinh− S(h)|
≤ | sinh− (h− h3

6 + h5

5! )|+ |a3 − 1
6 ||h|

3 + |a5 − 1
5! ||h

5|
≤ 2−76.839−12.299 + 2−56.584−32.931 + 2−62.906−54.885

≤ 2−88.314,

| cos h− C(h)|
≤ | cos h− (1− h2

2 + h4

24 )|+ |a4 − 1
24 ||h|

4

≤ 2−65.862−9.491 + 2−58.584−43.908 ≤ 2−75.352.

We now explain how to evaluate equation (1). Letc0

ands0 be the two machine numbers approximatingcos x0

and sinx0. By construction we have|c0 − cos x0|, |s0 −
sinx0| ≤ 2−74. Let C∗(h) = C(h) − 1 and S∗(h) =
S(h) − h. Recall thath ≤ 2−10.977. We first compute
approximations ofS∗(h) andC∗(h) with Horner’s method
in double precision:

formula error bound bound
k ← �(h2) 2−75 2−21.953

k′ ← �(h · k) 2−84.988 2−32.930

S∗ ← �(a5 · k) 2−80.952 2−28.859

S∗ ← �(S∗ − a3) 2−55.999 2−2.584

S∗ ← �(k′ · S∗) 2−86.754 2−35.513

C∗ ← �(a4 · k) 2−78.777 2−26.536

C∗ ← �(C∗ − 1
2
) 2−55.999 2−1.000

C∗ ← �(k · C∗) 2−74.824 2−22.951.

The calculation ofsinx ends with the sum:

s = s0 + c0 · h + (s0 · C∗ + c0 · S∗),

the term “c0 · h” being evaluated in an extended precision,
for example by using a quadruple, a double-double, or by
simulating the extended precision with the use of a fused
multiply-add (fma). For example with a fma:

• h′ ← �fma(s0 + c0 · h),

• t← �(h′ − s0),

• l← �fma(t− c0 · h).

Since|c0 · h| ≤ s0
2 , we haveh′ ≥ s0

2 and the second opera-
tion is exact. Thereforeh′ + l = s0 + c0 · h and

|(h′ + l)− (sinx0 + cos x0 · h)| ≤ 2−73.999.

We now compute some less significant bits, which in partic-
ular suffice to round correctly the result most of the time.

formula error bound bound
S∗ ← �(c0 · S∗) 2−86.631 2−35.700

C∗ ← �(s0 · C∗) 2−74.610 2−23.199

C∗ ← �(S∗ + C∗) 2−74.609 2−23.198

C∗ ← �(l + C∗) 2−73.271 2−23.197.



When the distance between253+e ·sinx andZ is larger than
2(53+e)−73.271 = 2−19.271+e — wheree is 1 in the case of a
rounding to the nearest mode, and0 for a directed rounding
mode — the additionh′ +C∗ gives the correct output. This
implies that by using such a scheme the result is correctly
rounded with probability at least1−2−19.271, which makes
the99.9% estimate of Gal increase to≈ 99.9998%.

2.2. An Evaluation Scheme Based on Gal’s Method

In this subsection we describe how one could evalu-
ate 2x : [ 12 , 1[→ [1, 2[ in double precision with correct
rounding by using only Gal’s method, in the case of a di-
rected rounding mode. As usual, there are two phases: the
quick phase and the accurate phase.

The quick phase. We use Gal’s method with the ta-
ble made of the42-bad cases. This induces an error
bounded by2−94 for the term2x0 , and the problem is re-
duced to computing approximately2h where|h| is smaller
than2−10.914 (see§4). We do this by evaluating the polyno-

mial P (h) = 1+a1h+ . . .+a4h
4, whereai = �

(
(ln 2)i

i!

)
.

It is possible to check thatP (h) can be evaluated with
only operations on doubles to approximate2h with error
bounded by≈ 2−63 when |h| ≤ 2−10.914. This implies
that if x is not a10-bad case, the value calculated so far
for 2x is correct. Moreover, as a side effect, ifx is a42-bad
case, the result can also be correctly rounded: for each entry
(x0, �(2x0)) of the table, we add a bit of information telling
whether the stored value for2x0 is slightly larger or smaller
than its real value.

The accurate phase. Suppose now that the quick phase
was not sufficient to guarantee a correct rounding of the
output. We keep the same pair(x0, �(2x0)) and only
change the polynomial evaluation sub-phase. We evalu-
ate in quadruple precision the polynomialQ(h) = 1 +
b1h + . . . + b7h

7 wherebi is the quadruple precision ma-

chine number that is closest to(ln 2)i

i! . It can be checked
that Q(h) can be evaluated with operations on quadru-
ples to approximate2h with error bounded by2−106.821

when|h| ≤ 2−10.914. Let Q̄(h) be the value computed for
Q(h). We finally approximate2x by �(2x0)Q̄(h) in quadru-
ple precision, the error being bounded by:

2−106.821+1 + 2−94 · 1.000360 + 2−114+1 ≤ 2−93.999.

This implies that ifx is not a41.999-bad case, then the re-
sult is rounded correctly. Therefore, we have an implemen-
tation returning the correct rounding for any inputx except
those that are41.999-bad cases but not42-bad cases. We fix
this point in the following way. We consider a table made

only of 42.00072-bad cases instead of42-bad cases, which
means that we remove173f930a6f9c23 /253 from the
look-up table and consider it as a special case. This re-
moval does not change the bound on|h|. Moreover, it is
easy to see that the error analysis just above now gives an fi-
nal error bounded by2−94. Therefore the result is correctly
rounded because we must be in one of the three following
situations: ifx is not a42-bad case, the error bound im-
plies that the value returned for2x is correctly rounded; if
x is a42.000072-bad case, the output is stored in the table;
otherwisex must be173f930a6f9c23 /253.

3. The Computation of the Tables

So far, we built our function evaluation scheme as if we
knew explicitly the tables we described. Nevertheless, the
task of computing the tables is far from trivial: if we were
using an exhaustive search as Gal does, the cost of com-
puting the table of either2x or sinx would be252 calls
to 2x (resp.sinx andcos x) in extended precision. For2x

the problem is easily solved once it is noted that the42-
bad cases can be calculated by Lefèvre’s algorithm [11] or
the lattice-based algorithm of Stehlé, Lef̀evre and Zimmer-
mann [18]. In this section, after giving some background
on lattices and lattice reduction algorithms, we describe a
method to construct simultaneously bad cases for two func-
tions. For a given precisionn, this algorithm has a heuristic
complexity of≈ 2n/2 — instead of≈ 2n for the exhaustive
search, and≈ 22n/3 with Lefèvre’s algorithm.

A few Reminders on Lattices. A lattice L is a discrete
subgroup ofRn, or equivalently the set of all linear inte-
gral combinations of̀ ≤ n linearly independent vectorsbi

overR, that isL =
{∑`

i=1 xibi | xi ∈ Z
}

. Notice that the

rank ` of the lattice can be smaller than the dimensionn
of the embedding space. As soon as` ≥ 2, a given lat-
tice L admits an infinity of bases. We define thedeter-
minant of the latticeL as det(L) =

∏`
i=1 ‖b

∗
i ‖, where

b∗
1, . . . , b∗

` is the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of a lat-
tice basisb1, . . . , b`. This quantity is independent of the
choice of the basis. Most of the time, only bases which
consist of short vectors are of interest. Thei-th minimum
of the latticeL is the smallestr such that the ball centered
in 0 and of radiusr contains at leasti linearly independent
lattice vectors. For example the first minimumλ1(L) is the
length of a shortest non-zero lattice vector.

Since it corresponds to our situation in the following
subsection we now suppose that` = 4 andL ⊂ Z5. It
is classical [9] that in this case there always exists a ba-
sis reaching the four first minima, such a basis being called
Minkowski-reduced, and that the first minimum ofL is be-
low
√

2 · det(L)1/4. Moreover, the well-known LLL algo-



rithm [12, 15] can be used to find a vector which is not much
longer than the first minimum.

Theorem 1 Given a basis[b1, . . . , b4] of a latticeL ⊂ Z5,
if M = maxi‖bi‖, the LLL algorithm provides in time
O(log2 M) a basis[v1, . . . , v4] of L satisfying:

‖v1‖ ≤ 4λ1(L) ≤ 4
√

2 det(L)1/4.

This is not optimal because the output basis is not nec-
essarily Minkowski-reduced, and therefore the vectors may
not be as short as possible. The greedy algorithm of [14]
outputs a basis reaching the first four minima.

3.1. An Algorithm for the sinx-Table

The search over[ 12 , 1[ is divided into N
2T quick searches

over intervals of lengthT
N . These quick searches are per-

formed by using the algorithm we describe below.
Given two functionsf1 andf2, a precisionn, a bad-case

boundm and a search boundT , the algorithm tries to find
all the machine numbersx ∈ [− T

2n , T
2n ] with:

|2n · fi(x) cmod 1| ≤ 2−m for i ∈ {1, 2}.

In fact it solves this problem for anyN and M in place
of 2n and2m. It starts by approximating bothf1 andf2 by
polynomials, and then tries to solve the problem for these
polynomials instead of the initial functions, by using Cop-
persmith’s method to find small roots of multivariate mod-
ular polynomials [3]. Our algorithm is heuristic: all its out-
puts are correct, but it may eventually fail. Nevertheless,
the heuristic is quite reasonable and the algorithm worked
very well in our experiments described in§4: we followed
the strategy of halvingT until the algorithm does not fail,
and we found an averageT corresponding to the theory.

In the algorithm we use a routine LatticeReduce, which
can be for example one of [12, 14, 15]. The input functions
are made independent ofN : Fi(t) = Nfi(t/N).

In Step 1, we can use floating-point coefficients in the
Taylor expansionPi(t) instead of symbolic coefficients,
as long as it introduces no error in Step 3 while comput-
ing P̃i(τ), for i ∈ {1, 2}. Let a

(i)
j be thej-th Taylor coef-

ficient of fi. In order to get a correct̃Pi(τ) at Step 3, the

error onCN
(

T
N

)j · a(i)
j must be less than12 , thus the error

ona
(i)
j must be less than 1

2C·N
(

N
T

)j
. SinceN ≥ T , it thus

suffices to computea(i)
j with log2(2CN) ≤ 2n bits after

the binary point. We will see below thatC = O(N1/2).

Theorem 2 In case SimultaneousBadCaseSearch
does not return FAIL, it behaves correctly, i.e. it outputs ex-
actly all integerst ∈ [−T, T ] such that|Fi(t) cmod 1| <
1
M for i ∈ {1, 2}.

Algorithm: SimultaneousBadCaseSearch .
Input: Two functionsF1 andF2, and two positive integersM , T .
Output: All t ∈ [−T, T ] such that|Fi(t) cmod 1| < 1

M
for i ∈ {1, 2}.

1. LetP1(t), P2(t) be the degree-2 Taylor expansions ofF1(t), F2(t).
2. Computeε such that|Pi(t)− Fi(t)| < ε for |t| ≤ T andi ∈ {1, 2}.
3. ComputeM ′ = b 1/2

1/M+ε
c, C = 3M ′, and1 P̃i(τ) = bC · Pi(Tτ)e

for i ∈ {1, 2}.
4. Lete1 = 1, e2 = τ , e3 = τ2, e4 = υ, e5 = φ.
5. Letg1 = C, g2 = CT · τ , g3 = P̃1(τ) + 3υ, g4 = P̃2(τ) + 3φ.
6. Create the4 × 5 integral matrixL whereLk,l is the coefficient of the
monomialel in gk.
7. V ← LatticeReduce(L)
8. Letv1, v2, v3 be the three shortest vectors ofV , andQi(τ) the associ-
ated polynomials.
9. If there existsi ∈ {1, 2, 3} such that‖vi‖1 ≥ C, return(FAIL).
10. LetQ(τ) be a linear combination of theQi’s which is independent of
υ andφ. We have degQ ≤ 1.

11. Letq(t) = Q( t
T

). For eacht0 in IntegerRoots(q, [−T, T ]) do

if |Fi(t0) cmod 1| < 1
M

for all i ∈ {1, 2}, then outputt0.

Proof: Because of the final check in Step11, we only have
to check that no worst case is missed. Suppose there ist0 ∈
[−T, T ] with |Fi(t0) cmod 1| < 1

M for i ∈ {1, 2}. From
the definition ofPi, |Pi(t0) cmod 1| < 1

M + ε ≤ 1
2M ′ .

Since|C · Pi(Tτ) − P̃i(τ)| ≤ 3
2 for |τ | ≤ 1, by choosing

τ0 = t0
T we get|P̃i(τ0) cmod C| < 3.

Whence thegi’s have a common root moduloC, namely
( t0

T , υ0, φ0) ∈ [−1, 1]3. Since theQi’s are linear in-
teger combinations of thegi’s, they admit a common
root in [−1, 1]3 modulo C, and even over the reals since
‖v1‖1, ‖v2‖1, ‖v3‖1 ≤ C. Finally t0 is an integer root of
q(t) and will be found at Step11.

3.2. Complexity Analysis of the Algorithm

We now bound the complexity of the algorithm. Let
a
(i)
0 , a

(i)
1 , . . . be the Taylor coefficients offi for i ∈ {1, 2}.

We assume that for anyk andi, |a(i)
k | = O(1).

Taylor’s Bound: Since we neglect Taylor coefficients of
degree three and higher, the error made in the approxima-

tion toN ·fi( t
N ) by Pi(t) is≈ a

(i)
3 T 3

N2 . Since we are looking
for simultaneously bad cases with|Pi(t) cmod 1| < 1

M , we

wantT 3 ·N−2 = O
(

1
M

)
, i.e.T 3 = O

(
N2

M

)
.

The Size of the Coefficients of theP̃i’s: The degree-2
polynomialsP̃i(τ) = p̃

(i)
0 +p̃

(i)
1 τ +p̃

(i)
2 τ2 ∈ Z[τ ] computed

at Step 3 of the algorithm satisfỹp(i)
2 = O(M · T 2 ·N−1).

Indeed, sincePi(t) = p
(i)
0 + p

(i
1 )t + p

(i)
2 t2 is the degree-2

Taylor expansion ofN · fi

(
t
N

)
, we havep(i)

2 = O
(
N−1

)
.

Moreover,P̃i is defined byP̃i(τ) = p̃
(i)
0 + p̃

(i)
1 τ + p̃

(i)
2 τ2 =



bC ·Pi(Tτ)e. The fact thatC = Θ(M) concludes the proof.

The Matrix Computed at Step 6: We have to reduce the
lattice spanned by the rows of the following matrix.

L =


C

CT

p̃
(1)
0 p̃

(1)
1 p̃

(1)
2 3

p̃
(2)
0 p̃

(2)
1 p̃

(2)
2 3

 .

It is easy to compute the determinant of this lattice:

det(L) = 3C2T

√
(p̃(1)

2 )2 + (p̃(2)
2 )2 + 3 = O

(
M3T 3

N

)
.

Coppersmith’s Bound: In order to ensure the algorithm
does not return FAIL at Step 9, we use Theorem 1 to pro-
vide at least one short vector:det(L)1/4 has to be smaller
thanC, which gives the boundT 3 = O(M · N). This is
not enough to ensure that there are two other short vectors,
but it seems that in practice the first three minima for these
lattices are most often very similar.

Complexity Analysis: Two bounds must be satisfied:

M · T 3 = O(N2) [Taylor’s bound]
T 3 = O(M ·N) [Coppersmith’s bound]

Since the complexity of the overall search — an exponent
range ofN/2 values — is approximately poly(log N) · N

T ,
the best choice of parameters isT ≈ M ≈ N1/2, thus
giving a heuristic complexity of≈ poly(log N) ·N1/2.

Remark: The technique used in the present algorithm re-
sembles very closely the algorithm of [18], but things hap-
pen to be somehow simpler. For example, increasing the
degree of the polynomial approximations or the dimension
of the lattice by taking powers of thẽPi’s is useless here:
it seems that the degree-2 approximations and the four-
dimensional lattice give a better complexity bound than any
other choice of parameters.

4. Experimental Results

We give in [19] the values of the tables for2x andsinx.

The Table for 2x. For 2x, we give the valuest0 ∈
[|252, 253[| satisfying:∣∣∣252+

t0
253 cmod 1

∣∣∣ ≤ 2−41.

The table has been provided by Vincent Lefèvre and was
computed with Lef̀evre’s algorithm for finding the worst
cases of a one-variable function.

There are4001 elements in the table;1985 if we choose
m ≥ 42; 973 with m ≥ 43; 491 with m ≥ 44; and265 if
we choosem ≥ 45. The maximum distance between two
elements of the table is below2−9.914 and the worst case
is t0 = 13e34fa6ab969e with m = 52.

The Table for sinx. For sinx, we give the valuest0 ∈
[|252, 253[| satisfying:∣∣∣∣253+e · sin t0

253
cmod 1

∣∣∣∣ ,

∣∣∣∣253 · cos
t0
253

cmod 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2−21.

with e = 1 if t0
253 ≤ π

6 ande = 0 otherwise. The table was
computed by an implementation of the algorithm described
in §3 using GNU-MP [8] and MPFR [17], in 9 hours on a
2.4 Ghz Opteron, instead of about 850 years with the naive
algorithm.

There are4113 elements in the table,1084 if we choose
m1,m2 ≥ 22 and248 if we choosem1,m2 ≥ 23. The
maximum distance between two elements of the table is be-
low 2−9.977, and the worst case ist0 = 31a93fddd45e3 ,
with m1,m2 ≥ 27. Notice that all these values are very
close to what the random model predicts.

We also started the calculation for the double extended
precision (64 bits of mantissa) and quadruple precision (113
bits) for x ∈ [ 12 , 1[. The worst simultaneous cases found
so far arex0 = aa349cb12135522b /264 and x1 =
10000000004af2d94d4c848253af8 /2113, with:

|264 sinx0 cmod 1|, |264 cos x0 cmod 1| ≤ 2−34,

|2114 sinx1 cmod 1|, |2113 cos x1 cmod 1| ≤ 2−40.

Conclusion. We presented a faster method to compute en-
tries for Gal’s accurate tables method, using lattice reduc-
tion. As a consequence, it becomes feasible to compute the
best possible entries, which greatly improves the accuracy
of Gal’s method. A possible improvement for unary func-
tions would be to search for simultaneous worst cases of the
first two coefficients in the Taylor expansion, i.e.f(x0) and
f ′(x0). If f(x0) andf ′(x0) are not correlated, the algo-
rithm of §3.1 should work, maybe after slight modifications
to unbalance the extra bits betweenf(x0) andf ′(x0). Con-
sider for examplex0 = 4503599642142214/253 in double
precision: x0 is 20-bad for2x, and13-bad for2x · log 2,
which means that�(2x0) + h � (2x0 · log 2) + P (h) yields
about73 bits of accuracy of2x0+h for |h| ≤ 2−10, where
P (h) containing the Taylor coefficients of degree≥ 2 can
be evaluated in double-precision,
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Appendix. We study here the expected maximum dis-
tance between two bad cases of a functionf under the ran-
dom model assumption of§1.

Lemma 1 Let f : [ 12 , 1[→ [ 12 , 1[ satisfying the random
model assumption. Letn be the precision and2 ≤ p ≤ n.
Let M be the maximum distance between two consecutive
p-bad cases forf . We have:

E[M ] ≤ n · 2p−n.

(This is not the best possible bound, but it is sufficient here.)

Proof: The probability of having a run of at leastk con-
secutive machine numbers that are notp-bad cases forf is
bounded by:

2n−1 ·
(
1− 21−p

)k
,

because there are less than2n−1 starting points for the run.
Let k = λ log 2 · 2p−1. Using the fact thatlog(1−x) ≤ −x
for anyx ∈ [0, 1[, we can bound the probability above by:

2n−1 · e−λ log 2 = 2n−1 · 2−λ,

from which we obtain that:

E[M ] ≤ 1 · (k2−n) + 2n−1−λ · 1
2
.

Takingλ = 2n− p− 1 ends the proof.


